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ABSTRACT Airborne tactical networks (ATNs) is driving the growing development of network-centric
warfare by maintaining coverage and providing reach-back to military units. However, the key function of
ATNs is impeded by the network ossification that is deep-rooted in the tightly coupled, vertically integrated
architecture of traditional ATNs. Network virtualization (NV) can provide a more flexible and scalable ATN
architecture as a solution, breaking the tight coupling between applications and network infrastructure. One
important aspect of NV is virtual network embedding (VNE), which instantiates multiple virtual networks
on a shared substrate network. However, existing efforts are not necessarily optimal for the virtualization
of ATNs due to the absence of QoS-compliant capacity for the complex interference in air-combat field.
To tackle this difficulty, a reliable interference-aware VNE algorithm, termed VNE-RIA, is proposed to
provide reliable guarantee in the coordinated node and link mapping for various airborne tactical virtual
networks (ATVNs). In the node mapping, the VNE-RIA adopts a novel node ranking approach to rank all
substrate and virtual nodes, considering the complex interference including link interference, environmental
noise and malicious attacks. In the link mapping, an improved anypath link mapping approach, based
on the anypath routing scheme, is adopted to improve the reliability and efficiency of mapping virtual
links by exploiting the unique features of wireless channels and the influence of different transmission
rates. Numerical simulation results reveal that VNE-RIA algorithm outperforms typical and latest heuristic
wireless VNE algorithms under the complex electromagnetic interference of ATNs.

INDEX TERMS Airborne tactical network, network-centric warfare, network virtualization, virtual network
embedding, transmission rate.

I. INTRODUCTION
The revolution of network-centric warfare has been reshaping
the current military communication infrastructure. In recent
years, there is a significant push to rapidly deploy on-demand
air resources such as blimps, unmanned aerial vehicles,
and larger aircraft to construct airborne tactical networks
(ATNs), which can maintain coverage and provide reach-
back to military aircraft as well as surface and space military
units [1]–[3]. However, current ATNs are application coupled
with vertical integration of customized software stack and
hardware, leading to insufficient interoperability and high
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upgrading difficulty [4]. It also impedes the revolution of
information communication technology (ICT) in the Internet
of Battle Things [5]. Therefore, there exists a necessary need
to effectively abstract network resources in order to support
multi-mission multi-application in the developing ATNs.

With the ability of overcoming the resistance to architec-
tural changes, network virtualization (NV) has been consid-
ered as a promising paradigm for many emerging areas like
cloud computing [5] and smart IoT [6]. It enables multiple
heterogeneous virtual networks (VNs) to coexist on the same
substrate network (SN) and share underlying physical com-
puting and networking resources simultaneously and seam-
lessly [7], [8]. Thus, NV can also provide a high level of
resource sharing among various air-combat applications for
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ATNs. Compared with the conventional NV methods, soft-
ware defined networking (SDN) can offer direct global view
of the usage state of network resources and strict QoS provi-
sioning without tunneling overhead since it decouples control
and data planes and flexibly offers end-to-end network slices
according to the requirements of various applications [9].
Thus, it is able to provide a viable implementation platform
for the virtualization of ATNs, called as airborne tactical
network virtualization (ATNV).

Virtual network embedding (VNE) has been widely
accepted as a vital step to implement NV [10]. It focuses on
the effective embedding of VNs, with node and link resource
demands (power, storage, bandwidth), onto the shared SN
that has limited network resources [7]. Many great efforts
have been made to propose heuristic algorithms in the solu-
tion of the VNE problem that has been proved to be NP-
complete. These existing VNE schemes based on two-stage
or one-stage mapping are mostly constructed for wired net-
works [11]–[14]. Thus, considering the negative influence of
co-channel interference and noise, some VNE solutions have
been proposed in the context of wireless networks [15]–[20],
which focus on node mobility [17], [20], co-channel inter-
ference [18], fault tolerance [16] and QoS provisioning [15].
However, these wireless embedding algorithms cannot offer
high-reliability guarantee for the ATNs with complex electro-
magnetic interference in the air-combat field.

The focus of this paper is on the design of reliable VNE
techniques for ATNV considering the malicious attacks and
vulnerable wireless channels in ATNs. Unlike general mobile
wireless networks, ATNs are easily suffered from the tech-
niques of electronic warfare including electronic jamming
and electronic warfare destroying [4], which may invalidate
the operations of virtual networks as the limited network
resources are influenced. In such cases, VNE solutions shall
take malicious attacks into consideration when mapping vir-
tual nodes and links. In node mapping, the current greedy
approach focuses on finding the most valuable substrate
node by node ranking. However, traditional node-ranking
approaches for wireless VNE algorithms [18] don’t fully
take the negative interference into account. It may lead to
inefficient resource utilization in the long term, especially for
ATNs with malicious attacks. In link mapping, the shortest-
path or multi-commodity flow algorithm may not be neces-
sarily optimal for ATNs with malicious attacks and vulnera-
ble wireless channels. An anypath link mapping scheme was
proposed in [15] to fulfill diverse QoS requests under the
harsh industrial environment. However, the influence of dif-
ferent transmission rates is not fully explored under the harsh
wireless interferences, which may increase the embedding
cost in the long term.

In this paper, a reliable interference-aware mapping algo-
rithm, termed VNE-RIA, is proposed to deal with VNE
problem in a continuous time event for ATNs. The goals
of VNE-RIA are to yield high embedding profits (minimal
embedding costs) and high acceptance rate for ATNV in
the harsh air-combat environment. Node mapping and link

mapping are coordinated in the embedding process of vir-
tual network request (VNR). When it comes to mapping
a virtual node, a novel node-ranking approach is adopted
to rank all substrate nodes and virtual nodes, according to
the resources and topology attribute influenced by the harsh
air-combat environment. As a virtual link is to be mapped,
the improved anypath link mapping scheme is adopted in
VNE-RIA, considering the influence of different transmis-
sion rates. To further validate the efficiency and reliability
of VNE-RIA algorithm, a comprehensive simulation is also
conducted in this paper. Numerical simulation results reveal
that VNE-RIA algorithm performs better than representative
and latest heuristic wireless VNE algorithms in terms of long-
term average VNR acceptance ratio and average revenue to
cost ratio in a continuous time event. These compared algo-
rithms only consider the influence of wireless interferences
on link mapping and adopt the shortest-path algorithm.

To recap, the main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

1) A novel node-ranking approach is proposed by con-
sidering the complex electromagnetic interferences that may
affect the node ranking value of substrate nodes. The novel
node-ranking approach is different from the previous univer-
sal node-ranking approaches for wireless VNE problem and
ensures reliable resource utilization of SN in the long term.

2) A heuristic algorithm VNE-RIA, coordinating node
mapping and link mapping, is proposed based on the novel
node-ranking approach. When mapping a virtual link for
ATNV, an improved anypath link mapping scheme is adopted
by considering the influence of different transmission rates.
Also, transmission rate can directly reflect the link propa-
gation delay which is important for the delay sensitive air-
combat missions in ATNs.

3) A comprehensive simulation is conducted to validate the
efficiency and reliability of VNE-RIA algorithm. Typical and
state-of-the-art wireless VNE algorithms, closely related to
our VNE-RIA, are selected to make up the comparison. Sim-
ulation results clearly show that the VNE-TAGRD algorithm
performs better than the existing wireless VNE algorithms for
ATNs.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Related
work is introduced in Section II. Section III formulates the
VNE problem and proposes the SDN based virtualization
model for ATNs. Then, the details of VNE-RIA algorithm
are presented in Section IV. The simulation work is imple-
mented in Section V, along with specific simulation parame-
ters setting. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper and puts
forward the prospects of future work.

II. RLATED WORK
The current ATNs are actually based on discrete data link
systems (e.g. Link-11, Link-16, TTNT), which follow the
chimney-style, designed in a stacked and one-stop man-
ner, to satisfy specific tactical communications demands.
Although they manage to provide necessary communica-
tions for command and guidance, situational awareness, and
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primary tactical coordination [4], the vertically integrated
network architecture has been formed, leading to a lack of
flexibility, interoperability, and evolvability for the evolu-
tion of ATNs. Moreover, the issue of ATNs also exists in
many public networks, especially for unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs) networks. As a promising network paradigm,
NV has been a recent research focus area within the aviation
field [21].

VNE has been accepted as one key aspect in the imple-
mentation of NV. Recent surveys [10], [22] present a detailed
classification of relevant VNE algorithms. VNE aims to opti-
mally map virtual nodes and links into the same shared SN as
various VNRs arrive in a discrete or continuous time event.
VNE problem can be formulated as a graph isomorphism that
is known to be NP-hard [23]. Therefore, many efforts have
been made in the heuristic approaches, which compromise
global optimality for a relatively short execution time. Based
on these backgrounds, this section only discusses heuris-
tic VNE algorithms that are closely related to VNE-RIA
algorithm.

A. TIPICAL AND WIRED HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
In the past years, most of the typical heuristic algorithms
have been proposed for wired networks. The embedding of
each given VN can be conducted in two stages: 1) node
mapping stage and 2) link mapping stage. Therefore, these
VNE algorithms can be divided into two-stage (separated
node and link mapping) and one-stage (coordinated node
and linkmapping) heuristic algorithms. One-stage algorithms
have a relatively higher time complexity but perform better in
the embedding revenue of VNRs.

In the node mapping stage, the current greedy approach
focuses on ranking all the substrate nodes and virtual nodes
and finding the most valuable nodes [24]. The node rank-
ing value includes topology attribute (e.g. node degree
or node strength) and local network resources (e.g., the
nodes capacity resources or the product of nodes capacity
resources and their adjacent link bandwidths). Recently, ref-
erences [14], [25] explored global resources that focused on
the resource influence between nodes and utilized multiple
topology attributes simultaneously. Cao et al. [14] proposed
a heuristic VNE algorithm considering the network topology
attribute and network resource. It mapped virtual nodes by
a node ranking approach simulated from Google PageRank
website algorithm, calculating the stable node ranking value
of nodes from five important network topology attributes and
global network resources. Efficient node mapping approach
needs to consider all the key information for calculating the
node ranking value of both substrate nodes and virtual nodes.
Otherwise, the resource fragmentation may be caused, which
is unfeasible for accepting VNRs with large sizes. Therefore,
for wireless networks, it is quite necessary to take the influ-
ence of link interferences (main challenge for wireless VNE)
into account in node mapping stage.

In the link mapping stage, most existing heuristic algo-
rithms adopt the shortest path algorithm or multicommodity

flow approach [26]. For mapping a virtual link, the link
requirements (e.g. bandwidth, propagation delay, transmis-
sion rate) must be satisfied. These link mapping approaches
may lead to a high blocking of VN and make insufficient use
of network resources. Thus, authors in [27] propose to allow
the VN to split a virtual link over multiple substrate paths on
the shared SN, solving the multi-commodity flow problem.
However, these approaches are designed for wired links that
possess relatively stable communication quality. To solve the
wireless link mapping problem, one of the key aspects is to
deal with the link interference when mapping a virtual link
into the corresponding reliable wireless substrate path.

B. REPRESENTATIVE AND WIRELESS HEURISTIC
ALGORITHMS
Recently, wireless network virtualization has gained more
attention [7]. Designing wireless VNE algorithms needs to
take network dynamics (e.g. wireless link quality instabil-
ity, links failure, node mobility) into consideration. In this
paper, we consider the wireless link quality instability that
are mainly caused by link interference, environmental noise
and malicious attacks.

Lv et al. in [19] proposed an enhanced genetic algo-
rithm based VNE approach on static wireless mesh networks
(WMNs). This approach mainly designed OFDMA-based
WMN architecture, called as IGW-trees, to avoid co-channel
interference between neighbouring nodes for virtual access
network embedding. The node ranking approach only con-
sidered throughput information constraint, which may cause
resource fragmentation and inefficient substrate utilization in
the long term. And the link mapping adopted an enhanced
genetic algorithmwith the initial input generated by the short-
est path algorithm. Also, Kaiwartya et al. in [16] proposed
a VNE framework in wireless sensor networks (WSNs),
adopting a genetic algorithm based link mapping approach.
However, the framework lacks a full consideration of node
mapping, not to mention the influence of link interference on
node ranking.

Yun et al. in [18] proposed another heuristic algorithm for
wireless VNE. The main highlight of [18] was the definition
of influence weight assigned to substrate wireless links to
quantify link interference. The node ranking value of nodes
was the product of node capacity resources and their adjacent
link bandwidth, ignoring the influence of link interference.
The link mapping stage adopted the shortest path algorithm
in terms of interference weight, which may not be optimal for
wireless VNE since unique features of wireless channels are
not fully exploited. In addition, Cao et al. in [28], simulating
from [18], proposed a wireless VNE algorithm based on joint
bandwidth and power allocation. This embedding algorithm
utilized transmission rate to cooperate the bandwidth and
power resources for load balancing. However, the node rank-
ing approach ignored the influence of link instability and link
mapping approach adopted the shortest path algorithm which
may be not optimal for wireless VNE problem.
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Li et al. in [29] proposed an application-driven virtual
network embedding scheme to facilitate the QoS provision-
ing for wireless industrial networks. The scheme AVNE
employed an anypath link mapping approach based on the
anypath routing scheme, utilizing the broadcast nature of
wireless channels. However, the node ranking value of nodes
was only determined by packet loss rate, which may not fully
exploit the other important node information like node capac-
ity resources. In addition, the anypath link mapping lacked
consideration of the influence of different transmission rates
on the anypath routing scheme. The influence is important for
the fast transmission of tactical information in ATNs.

C. BRIEF SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORKS
To summarize, NV can provide a promising solution to the
ossification problem of ATNs. As a key aspect of NV, the
VNE problem (which is known to be NP complete) needs to
be further studied in the virtualization of ATNs. VNE algo-
rithms are mostly heuristic and designed for wired networks
(subsection A) to efficiently map virtual nodes and links into
the SN. For wireless VNE problem (subsection B), one of
the main challenges is the wireless link quality instability
caused by link interference, environment noise and malicious
attacks. However, current wireless VNE algorithms are not
well suitable for ATNs since the influence of link interference
on node ranking is not fully considered in node mapping.
And link mapping approaches tend to adopt the shortest path
algorithm which may not be proper for the unreliable quality
of wireless links, especially in air-combat field. Therefore,
despite the great efforts of related wireless VNE algorithms,
it is still important to fully consider the influence of link
quality instability on both node mapping and link mapping,
especially for ATNs with complex electromagnetic interfer-
ence in air-combat field.

The VNE-RIA algorithm, proposed in this paper, differs
from previous wireless heuristic algorithms in four main
aspects. First of all, the algorithm adopts a novel node rank-
ing approach to rank all substrate nodes and virtual nodes,
considering the influence of link quality instability mainly
caused by link interference, environmental noise and mali-
cious attacks. Second, the VNE-RIA utilizes the improved
anypath link mapping approach to reliably map a virtual link
with specific transmission rate onto the substrate path. Next,
the node and link mapping are coordinated to achieve a bet-
ter performance in embedding each ATVN request. Finally,
a comprehensive simulation is implemented against typical
heuristic algorithms under changing interference.

III. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section presents the virtualization for ATNs, including
ATNVmodel, substrate network andATVN (request)models,
ATVN embedding stages and main evaluation metrics.

A. SLICE-BASED VIRTUALIZATION FOR ATN
In the traditional ATNs, manned and unmanned military
aircrafts, as well as surface and ground platforms, form a

FIGURE 1. Illustration of slice-based virtualization for ATN.

large-scale wireless multi-hop network with tightly coupled
and vertically implemented architecture to support users and
applications. In view of the ossification problem, it is really
essential to construct a more scalable and flexible infrastruc-
ture to effectively implement virtualization for ATN, which
can be based on the SND-enabled ATN in [30] and inspired
by the virtualization scheme in [15].

As shown in Fig. 1, a sliced virtualization scheme,
designed for ATNs, is composed of the following three layers:

1) Physical network layer. Massive manned or unmanned
aircrafts are deployed in concomitant formation to perform
military missions. In the formation, the lead aircrafts with
SDN-enabled devices, viewed as access points, compose the
data plane for accessing and transferring military informa-
tion, which forms a large-scale wireless multi-hop network
that is abstracted as the shared airborne tactical substrate
network (ATSN).

2) Virtualization layer. The hypervisor controls the ATSN
and performs as a slicing agent between the data plane and
control plane (which is composed of SDN controllers). Also,
it can orchestrate and collaborate multiple applications in an
overlapped way.

3) Application layer. Military mission services are trans-
formed into multiple logical and self-contained airborne tac-
tical virtual networks (ATVNs) with arbitrary topologies and
customized QoS demands. Each ATVN has a dedicated SDN
controller to directly support the protocol evolution.

Fig. 1 illustrates three applications in ATNs with strict
transmission rate request. For instance, in the aerial recon-
naissance mission, an ATVN can be distributed reconnais-
sance aircrafts, where sensors collaboratively monitor the
situation information of the air-combat field in real time.
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The situation information can be used for both operational
decision under strict timing constraints and data collection
for further military airborne missions.

In general, this virtualized ATN possesses four main fea-
tures. First of all, it can make various network services
flexibly coupled with military airborne missions, which may
solve the ossification problem of current ATNs [7]. Second,
heterogeneous ATNs can be coordinated seamlessly since
each ATVN is allowed to run its own protocol. Next, the
network configuration in one ATVN is isolated from that
in another, which can efficiently and securely satisfy the
dynamically changing communication demand of military
missions [31]. Finally, it does not need to deploy extra devices
for the developing innovative military applications, which
can considerably decrease the overhead. Thus, new network
technologies can be deployed quickly and easily due to the
scalability and sustainability [8].

B. VNE PROBLEM MODEL
The ATSN can be abstracted and modeled as an undirected
graph GS =

(
N S ,LS

)
, where N S is the set of nodes served

as access points for lead aircrafts and LS is the set of wireless
links, respectively. Each substrate node n ∈ N S is associ-
ated with a current radio transmission power pS , a specific
location loc (n). The transmission capability pS includes basic
power pb (n) (which is used within the aviation formation)
and remaining power p (n) (which is used between aviation
formations). In addition, the location loc (n) is assumed to be
unchanged and defined by x and y coordinates in this paper.
In the aviation formation, each wingman can communicate
with the lead aircraft within its transmission range. With
respect to each substrate link lS ∈ LS , b

(
lS
)
denotes the finite

bandwidth resource and loc
(
lS
)
denotes the relative location

of the link. PS denotes the set of all loop-free substrate
paths. PS

(
ni, nj

)
is the set of all loop-free paths that connect

substrate nodes ni and nj. pS
(
ni, nj

)
is one substrate path

selected from the set PS
(
ni, nj

)
. The down part of Fig. 2

presents the airborne tactical substrate network. The numbers
beside the substrate nodes denote available radio transmission
power p (n). Also, numbers over the links denote available
link bandwidth b

(
lS
)
.

An ATVN is represented as an undirected graph GV =(
NV ,LV

)
, where NV is the set of all virtual nodes and LV

is the set of all virtual links. For each virtual node v ∈ NV ,
RVN denotes the required node capability and loc (v) denotes
the location of the aircraft (lead aircraft or wingman) where
the remote command and control platform wants to transmit
tactical information and collect situation data. The coverage
radius of v is denoted by ϕV . Substrate nodes, served as
mapping candidates for nV , must be within ϕV . For each
virtual link lV ∈ LV , it has the required transmission rate
R
(
lV
)
since the military missions tend to require that tactical

information must be transmitted as fast as possible, which is
closely related to the transmission rate that wireless links can
offer. The up part of Fig. 2 shows an airborne tactical virtual

FIGURE 2. An embedding example of one ATVN request.

network with specific topology. The numbers over the links
denote the required transmission rate R

(
lV
)
.

C. EMBEDDING PROCESS
In general, the embedding of each ATVN request mainly
includes two stages: the stage dealing with the mapping of
virtual nodes, and the stage ensuring the mapping of virtual
links. An ATVN embedding example is clearly shown in the
following Fig. 2.

1) NODE MAPPING STAGE
To eachATVN request, different virtual nodes are not allowed
to be mapped onto the same substrate node, which improves
the flexibility and manageability of the ATSN. The assign-
ments of all virtual nodes of one ATVN request can be
represented as the node mapping function MN

(
NV

)
: v ∈

NV
→ MN (v)

MN (v) ∈ N S

MN (vi) = MN (vj) , iff vi = vj

subject to

RVN ≤ R
S
N (1)

Dist
(
loc

(
MN (v)

)
, loc (v)

)
≤ ϕV (2)

where (1) aims to ensure that the required node capability of
virtual node v, represented as RVN , must not exceed the offered
node capability of the selected substrate nodeMN (v), repre-
sented as RSN ; (2) aims to ensure that the selected substrate
nodemust be within the required radius ϕV . RSN can be related
to the available node transmission capability of substrate
nodes. Both two formulas must be satisfied simultaneously
in the node mapping stage. As shown in Fig. 2, the node
mapping results of virtual nodes of an ATVN request are
MN (x) = C , MN (y) = I , and MN (z) = B.
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2) LINK MAPPING STAGE
In this paper, for each virtual link of the ATVN request,
a single reliable substrate path is selected after corresponding
end nodes (virtual nodes) aremapped into the substrate nodes.
Formally, the link mapping can be presented as ML

(
LV
)
:

lV =
(
vi, vj

)
∈ LV → ML

(
lV
)
for each virtual link of the

ATVN request

MN
(
lV
)
⊆ PS

(
MN (vi) ,MN (vj))

subject to

R
(
lV
)
≤ RSL

(
pS
(
MN (vi) ,MN (vj))) (3)

where (3) aims to ensure the transmission rate requirement
of any virtual link lV must not exceed the remaining trans-
mission rate capability of one selected substrate path. This
formula must be satisfied in the beginning of the link map-
ping stage. As shown in Fig. 2, for the virtual links of one
ATVN request, the link mapping results are M ((x, y)) =
{(C,G) , (G, I )} and M ((x, z)) = {(C,D) , (D,B)}.
The embedding of any ATVN request fails if the demands

of both node mapping stage and link mapping stage cannot
be simultaneously completed. Then, the ATVN request gets
to be rejected. To improve the understanding, the embedding
process of one ATVN request is illustrated in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. The embedding process of one ATVN request.

D. VNE DESIGN EVALUATION METRICS
In this paper, the objective is to develop a reliable VNE
algorithm that finds feasible embeddings while maximizing
the embedding profit and considering the complex electro-
magnetic interference in ATNs. In this subsection, two main
evaluation metrics are formulated to quantify the advan-
tages of the proposed VNE-RIA algorithm. Other metrics

(node power utilization, link bandwidth utilization, etc.) have
been formulated well in [10].

The average acceptance ratio is an important metric in the
VNE research. It is shown in (4) below.

ηsuc = lim
T→∞

T∑
t=0

NUMEmb(t)

T∑
t=0

NUMv(t)+ δ

(4)

where NUMEmb(t) denotes the number of successfully
embedded ATVN requests at time t . NUMv(t) denotes the
total number of ATVN requests at time t . δ denotes a constant
which is infinitely close to zero.

The long-term average revenue to cost ratio is another
important performancemetric of VNE algorithms. It is shown
in (5) below.

R/C = lim
T→Te

T∑
t=0

∑
GV∈VNmap(t)

R (GV , t)

T∑
t=0

∑
GV∈VNmap(t)

C (GV , t)

(5)

where VNmap (t) denotes the running ATVN requests at time
t . The revenue R

(
GV , t

)
and cost C

(
GV , t

)
are expressed as

follows:

C
(
GV , t

)
= α

∑
v∈NV

p (n) |v→n+
∑
lV∈LV

∑
lS∈pS

b
(
lS
) ∣∣

lV→pS

(6)

R
(
GV , t

)
= β

∑
v∈NV

p (n) |v→n+
∑
lV∈LV

∑
lS∈pS

b
(
lS
) ∣∣
lV→pS∣∣pS ∣∣

(7)

where α and β denote weighting coefficients that coordinate
the relationship between the node power resources and link
bandwidth resources, respectively. Without loss of general-
ity, both α and β are assumed to be 1, indicating that the
importance of the power and bandwidth resource is similar.
Also, p (n) |v→n denotes the power resource allocated by the
selected substrate node n for mapping virtual node v. If virtual
link lV is mapped onto the substrate path pS , b

(
lS
) ∣∣
lV→pS

denotes the bandwidth resource allocated by the wireless link
lS of the path pS for mapping virtual link lV .

∣∣pS ∣∣ denotes the
total number of wireless links of the substrate path pS .

IV. VNE-RIA ALGORITHM
This section describes the proposed VNE-RIA algorithm in
detail. At first, a novel reliable node ranking approach is pre-
sented, considering the complex interference in air-combat
field. And the greedy node mapping is implemented based on
the novel node-ranking approach. Next, an improved anypath
link mapping scheme is adopted by considering the influence
of different transmission rates on the link reliability. In the last
section, the node mapping and link mapping are coordinated
in one stage. In addition, the time complexity of VNE-RIA is
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also presented to prove that VNE-RIA algorithm can conduct
the embedding of each given ATVN request in polynomial
time.

A. NOVEL RELIABLE NODE RANKING APPROACH
This subsection clearly presents the novel node ranking
approach that is adopted in node mapping for the VNE-RIA
algorithm. In a traditional node ranking approach, all sub-
strate nodes and virtual nodes are ranked before implement-
ing the embedding of arrived VN request. Then, two sorted
node lists are formed and based on the node ranking value that
indicates the embedding capacity of corresponding nodes.
The virtual node with the highest node ranking value will
be always mapped onto the substrate node that ranks highest
in the substrate node list. Therefore, it is quite important to
construct the node ranking value, considering the specific
wireless environment of ATNs for the embedding of ATNV.
The node ranking value also needs to estimate the transmis-
sion capability of corresponding substrate nodes since the
key request of ATNV is to transmit the important military
situation information as fast as possible.

For the arrived ATVN request GV =
(
NV ,LV

)
, the map-

ping of one selected virtual node v can be represented as
MN (v) : v→ n. For all virtual nodes in the set N v, the node
ranking value can be expressed as

NoV (v) =
∑
lV∈LVn

R
(
lV
)

(8)

where LVn denotes the set of virtual links that use virtual node
v as one of their end nodes. Then, NoV (v) reflects the total
requirement of transmission rate for the corresponding virtual
links of virtual node v.
In the substrate network GS =

(
N S ,LS

)
, the node ranking

value of selected substrate node n is shown as

NoV (n) =
∑
lS∈LSn

R(lS , t) (9)

with

R(lS , t) = b(lS , t)lb

(
1+

p (n, t) g
(
lS
)

AveInf (n)+ AveInf
(
lS
)) (10)

where (9) presents the ability of substrate node nS to provide
high enough transmission rate for the ATVN request. For
the selected substrate node n, LSn is the set of substrate links
that use n as one of their end nodes and R(lS , t) denotes
the highest transmission rate that the substrate link lS can
offer. In addition, (10) expresses a more specific mathematic
explanation of R(lS , t) according to the famous Shannon for-
mula. In (10), p (n, t) denotes the remaining power resource
of substrate node n at time t . For the corresponding link lS

in the LSn , b(l
S , t) denotes the remaining bandwidth resource

of substrate link lS at time t and g
(
lS
)
denotes the link gain.

Also, AveInf (n) denotes the average node interference that is
shown as

AveInf (n) =
pb (n)

pNoise (n)+ pAttack (n)
(11)

Here, pNoise (n) represents the estimated effective power
of environmental noise and pAttack (n) denotes the estimated
effective power of malicious attacks. pAttack (n) is assumed
to be the most unstable interference cause. This is the first
attempt to describe the degree of interference to substrate
nodes in literature [10].

The average link interference, disturbing the normal com-
munication of link lS , is denoted by AveInf

(
nS
)
that is rep-

resented as

AveInf
(
lS
)
=

∑
li⊂LS\lS

Dist
(
lS , li

)
p (ni, t) g (li) (12)

Dist
(
li, lS

)
=


2η, if Dlink ≤ Dhop
η, if Dhop < Dlink ≤ 2Dhop
δ, if Dlink > 2Dhop

(13)

In (12), g (li) denotes the link gain of any other substrate
link li in the set LS . p (ni, t) denotes the available node power
resource on the substrate link li. Dist

(
lS , li

)
denotes the

distance coefficient between li and li. In (13), Dhop denotes
the average Euclidean Distance between two substrate nodes.
Also, the Euclidean Distance between li and li is denoted by
Dlink = dist

{
loc (li) , loc

(
lS
)}
. In addition, η is a constant

and δ denotes a constant which is infinitely close to zero.
According to the node capacity constraint (1), the node

ranking values of both the selected substrate node n and
virtual node v need to meet the requirement that is expressed
as

NoV (n)∣∣LSn ∣∣ ≥ NoV (v)∣∣LVn ∣∣ (14)

where
∣∣LSn ∣∣ and ∣∣LVn ∣∣ denotes the number of elements in the

set LSn and LVn , respectively. The procedures of novel reliable
node ranking approach are shown in Algorithm 1 below.

As for the time complexity, let |N S
| and |NV

| denote the
total number of substrate nodes and virtual nodes, respec-
tively. Thus, the inner loop (step 6 to 8) of Algorithm 1
requires at most O(|N S

|
2) steps since there are at most

O(|N S
|) substrate links that link a substrate node. There-

fore, the worst case time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(|NV

||N S
|
2).

B. IMPROVED ANYPATH LINK MAPPING SCHEME
In view of the complex electromagnetic interference of ATNs,
traditional wired link mapping approaches, based on the
shortest-path or multicommodity flow algorithm, may not be
optimal to map virtual links of the ATVN request. In addi-
tion, the ATVN request has a strict demand on transmission
rate. Therefore, an improved anypath link mapping scheme,
considering the transmission rate, is adopted for embedding
ATVN request in this subsection.

For the arrived ATVN request GV =
(
NV ,LV

)
, the

mapping of one selected virtual link lV can be expressed as
MN

(
lV
)
: lV → pS ∈ PS . The design of an improved any-

path link mapping is based on the opportunistic routing [32],
where one selected node receives and transmits the message
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Algorithm 1 Node Ranking

Input: The arrived ATVN requestGV =
(
NV ,LV

)
, substrate

network GS =
(
N S ,LS

)
Output: The NoV (v) with corresponding NoV (n)
1. for each selected virtual node v do
2. for all the virtual links in the set LVn do
3. Calculate the node ranking value of v as in

(8) and get NoV (v);
4. end for
5. for each substrate node n that meets (2) do
6. for each lS that belongs to LSn do
7. Calculate R(lS , t) according to (10);
8. end for
9. Calculate the node ranking value of n as shown in

(9) and get NoV (n);
10. end for
11. Ignore the substrate nodes that cannot meet the

node capacity requirement (14);
12. if there are not proper substrate nodes that meet (14) do
13. Reject the ATVN request;
14. end if
15. end for

that will be forwarded by one of its adjacent nodes with
different priorities. The transmitting and forwarding process
can be described as a hyperlink, which is composed of a
transmitter n ∈ N S and a set of forwarding adjacent nodes
0n ∈ N S . For the selected virtual link lV , the mapped anypath
pS can be described as its node set 8

(
pS
)
with the corre-

sponding forwarding set0n, n ∈ 8
(
pS
)
. For each forwarding

substrate link lS in a hyperlink (n, 0n), its successful delivery
probability can be estimated by

pnm = γ
R
(
lS , t

)
R
(
lSmax, t

) , m ∈ 0n (15)

where γ denotes the normalized constant and R
(
lSmax, t

)
denotes that the max transmission rate that substrate links can
possess at time t . Then, the successful delivery probability of
a hyperlink can be expressed as

pn0n = 1−
∏
m∈0n

(1− pnm) (16)

Tomap a virtual link through anypath routing, the expected
anypath transmission time (EATT) is adopted as a metric for
each node n ∈ N S to evaluate the anypath cost, which can be
recursively calculated as

dn0n =
1

pn0n
×

B

R
(
lV
) (17)

Dn = dn0n + D0n (18)

where dn0n denotes the hyperlink EATT from n to 0n and
B denotes the link bandwidth of the selected link. In (18),
D0n is the EATT of the remaining-anypath. It is defined as a

weighted average of the EATTs of all adjacent nodes in 0n,
which is presented as

D0n =
∑
m∈0n

wmDm (19)

where wm denotes the weight that means the probability of
nodem being the relaying node. Let0n = {1, 2, · · · ,M}with
the EATTsD1 ≤ D2 ≤ · · · ≤ DM . Thus,wm can be expressed
as

wm =
pnm

∏m−1
k=1 (1− pnk)

1−
∏

m∈0n (1− pnm)
(20)

According to (17) and (18), a reliable path pS with less
transmission time can be found for any virtual link lV that is
selected to bemapped onto the SN. Also, to improve the long-
term embedding revenue, it is important to properly allocate
the path resource (node power and link bandwidth resource)
for load balancing [28]. In this paper, the transmission rate is
also utilized to allocate the path resource. For one substrate
link li on the path pS , its mapping cost for the path resource
can be expressed as

Ci = ξ
1pi

p (ni, t)
+

1bi
b (li, t)

(21)

where ξ denotes the weighting coefficient. p (ni, t) denotes
the available node power resource on the link li and b (li, t)
denotes the available link bandwidth. 1pi and 1bi are
variables that respectively denote the node power and link
bandwidth resource that is going to be occupied. Accord-
ing to (10), the relationship between 1pi and 1bi can be
expressed as

R(lV ) = 1bilb
(
1+

1pig (li)
σ 2 + AveInf (li)

)
(22)

where σ 2 denotes the effective power of channel noise that
can be estimated as

σ 2
=
ω

2

∑
m∈
{
n1i ,n

2
i

} pb (m)
/
AveInf (m) (23)

where ω denotes a constant and
{
n1i , n

2
i

}
denotes the set of

corresponding end nodes of the link li.
As can be seen from (22), there exists a trade-off between

1pi and 1bi, which means the increase in 1pi will cause
the decrease in 1bi. Therefore, (21) and (22) are combined
can be combined to minimize the mapping cost Ci, which is
presented as

Ci = ξ
1pi

p (ni, t)
+

R(lV )

b (li, t) lb
(
1+ 1pig(li)

σ 2+AveInf (li)

) (24)

In (24), the mapping cost function is a concave function.
Thus, the minimal Ci can be achieved with proper 1pi and
corresponding 1bi.

The improved anypath linking mapping scheme is detailed
in Algorithm 2. We extract the current substrate node m with
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the minimum anypath cost, using the function EXTRACT-
MAX(Q). In addition, the worst case time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O(|N S

|log
(
|N S
|
)
+ |LS |) [32], in which |LS |

denotes the total number of substrate links.

Algorithm 2 Link Mapping

Input: Substrate network GS =
(
N S ,LS

)
, one selected vir-

tual link lV , transmission rate R
(
lV
)
, corresponding mapped

substrate nodes nsrc and ndst ;
Output: The mapped pS for the selected virtual link lV ;
1. for each substrate node n ∈ N S do
2. D (n)←∞; F (n)← ∅;
3. end
4. D (ndst)← 0;Q← N S ;S ← ∅;
5. while Q 6= ∅ and nsrc /∈ S do
6. m← EXTRACT-MIN(Q);
7. S ← S ∪ {m};
8. for each link lSnm and R

(
lSnm, t

)
≥ R

(
lV
)
do

9. J ← F (n) ∪ {m};
9. if D (n) > D (m) then
10. D (n)← dnJ + D (J); F (n)← J ;
11. end if
12. end for
13. end while
14. Collect pS from nsrc recursively via BFS

(Bread First Search);
15. if pS does not exist do
16. Reject the arrived ATVN request;
17. end if
18. Calculate the 1pi and 1bi of link li on the pS according
to (23).

C. MAPPING IN ONE STAGE
There is a lack of heuristic one-stage algorithms since pre-
vious one-stage algorithms are mostly based on optimization
theory and graph theory, involving much more VN assign-
ment calculation time [33]. Therefore, we coordinate the node
mapping (which adopts the ranking approach in Algorithm
1) and link mapping (which is shown in Algorithm 2) to
improve the long-term revenue of embedding the arrived
ATVN requests. And, the VNE-RIA algorithm, a heuristic
one-stage embedding scheme, is proposed in Algorithm 3 for
embedding the ATVN requests.

In Algorithm 3, we extract the current substrate m with the
highest node ranking value, using the function EXTRACT-
MAX (V ). The substrate node n with highest node ranking
value is extracted by the function EXTRACT-MAX (Q). Li
denotes the set of virtual links that link current virtual node
n to virtual nodes that have been mapped. The function
EXTRACT-MAX (Li) is used to extract the current virtual
link lV with the highest transmission rate request.

The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is mainly determined
by the node mapping (step 2 to 5) and link mapping (step 6 to
14). The time complexity of node mapping is determined by

Algorithm 3Mapping in One Stage

Input: Substrate network GS =
(
N S ,LS

)
, an arrived ATVN

request GV =
(
NV ,LV

)
;

Output: Results of the ATVN request embedding;
1. V ← NV ;Q← N S ;M ← ∅;
2. while V 6= ∅ do
3. Run Algorithm 1;
4. m← EXTRACT-MAX(V );
5. n← EXTRACT-MAX(Q);
6. Map m onto n; M ← M ∪ {m}; Li← ∅
7. for each virtual node k ∈ M do
8. if the virtual link l

V

mk ∈ L
V exists do

9. Li← Li ∪
{
lVmk
}
;

10. end if
11. end for
12. while Li 6= ∅ do
13. lV ← EXTRACT-MAX(Li);
14. nsrc← End node with smaller AveInf(n);
15. ndst ← End node with bigger AveInf(n);
16. Run Algorithm 2;
17. end while
18. end while
19. Update the residual link and nodal resources.

step 2. Therefore, the worst case complexity isO(|NV
||N S
|
2).

In addition, the worst case complexity of link mapping
is O(|NV

||LV | + |LV |(|N S
|log

(
|N S
|
)
+ |LS |)), in which

|LV | denotes the total number of virtual links. Therefore,
the total time complexity of Algorithm 3 can be described
as O(|NV

|(|NV
||N S
|
2
+ |NV

||LV | + |LV |(|N S
|log

(
|N S
|
)
+

|LS |))).

V. SIMULATION EVALUATION
In this section, simulation results are given to illustrate our
proposed VNE-RIA algorithm for the virtualization of ATNs.
At first, the simulation parameter settings are presented in the
form of tables. Next, main simulation results are illustrated.
Thus, to quantify the advantage of VNE-RIA proposed in this
paper, two comparative experiments are established. In the
first simulation experiment, the performance of theVNE-RIA
is compared with three algorithms under general interfer-
ence. In the second simulation experiment, we simulate and
illustrate the performance of the VNE-RIA under changing
interference.

A. SIMULATION SETTING AND PARAMETERS
In this paper, the ATSN and ATVN topology are generated
by the improved Salam network topology random generation
algorithm [13]. The network parameters of the shared ATSN
and ATVN are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2, respec-
tively.
For the ATSN, we assume that all the substrate nodes

have the basic power pb (n) = 10−4 and environmental
noise power pNoise (n) = 10−6. The substrate link gain is
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TABLE 1. Atsn parameters.

TABLE 2. Atvn parameters.

TABLE 3. Compared algorithms.

G = d−k , where d denotes the Euclidean Distance between
corresponding end nodes and the channel fading coefficient
is k = 4. For the ATVN, the coverage radius of one virtual
node is set to be ϕV = 100km.
Simulations run for about 20000 time units. η in (13) is

set to be 0.2. γ , ξ and ω in (15), (21) and (23) are all set to
be 1. All simulations for different VNE algorithms are run
on a Window 10 Laptop, with an Intel R Core (TM) CPU
i7-7700@2.8GHz Processor and 8.00G RAM Machine. The
analysis software is MATLAB R2019b.

B. COMPARED ALGORITHMS
As listed in Table 3, the simulation is made up of four heuris-
tic wireless VNE algorithms using the sameATSN andATVN
requests.

All the other three algorithms are typical and latest to the
proposed VNE-RIA algorithm with respect to node mapping
and link mapping. They are also all slightly modified to fit
into the simulation. Taking themodifiedG-SP algorithm as an

example, we clarify the criteria for whether the ATVN request
is successful accepted. For any virtual link, link mapping
finds the shortest path and calculates the transmission rate
that the path can hold. If it is less than the transmission rate of
corresponding virtual link, the ATVN request will be rejected.

C. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this subsection, we compare the simulation results of
the VNE-RIA algorithm with the other three listed heuris-
tic embedding algorithms under general and changing inter-
ference, respectively. For the general interference, it is
assumed that there are not much malicious attacks in the
air-combat field. Then, the general interference is expressed
as AveInf (n) = 1, which is also equal to 0dB (S

/
N =

10 lg (AveInf (n))). Next, the changing interference are also
expressed as AveInf (n), which changes from -12dB to 4dB.
The malicious attacks are set to get worse as the AveInf (n)
decreases.

1) COMPARISION UNDER GENERAL INTERFERENCE
In this paper, we select two main metrics (average acceptance
ratio and long-term average revenue to cost ratio) to directly
prove the effectiveness and efficiency of VNE-RIA under
general interference.

FIGURE 4. Average acceptance ratio.

Fig. 4 illustrates the average acceptance ratios as a function
of time for all the selected heuristic embedding algorithms.
Observed from the Fig. 4, all algorithms have stable average
acceptance ratios since there will exit a balance between
substrate network resources and the total number of running
ATVN requests (that occupy resources) with the simulation
time extending. In addition, our proposed VNE-RIA has the
highest stable average acceptance ratio that is closed to be
0.77, outperforming other three selected algorithms. In VNE-
RIA, the novel node ranking approach takes the complex
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interference into consideration. Through utilizing the total
transmission rate as node ranking value, the substrate nodes
with relatively higher capacity may be selected for map-
ping virtual nodes under the complex interference. Also, the
link mapping adopts the improved anypath routing scheme
which utilizes the link instability for the wireless environ-
ment, considering the influence of different transmission
rates. A reliable and efficient embedding is therefore more
likely to be achieved for one arrived ATVN request. How-
ever, VNE-RIAs adopts the multipath link mapping which
may not be proper for the unreliable quality of wireless
links. Therefore, VNE-RIAs is not able to behave as well as
the VNE-RIA algorithm. To the remaining VNE algorithms
(G-SP and VNE-JBP), the node mapping does not consider
the influence of complex interference on the node ranking
value. Also, the complex interference is not fully utilized in
the link mapping. Therefore, their average acceptance ratios
are relatively lower.

FIGURE 5. Long-term average revenue to cost ratio.

Fig. 5 illustrates the long-term average revenue to cost
ratios as a function of time for the four selected VNE algo-
rithms. With the simulation time increasing, the long-term
average revenue to cost ratio will decrease to a stable state for
all algorithms. To G-SP, it has the lowest long-term average
revenue to cost ratio since its average acceptance ratio is
the lowest, not fully utilizing substrate network resources.
To VNE-JBP, node mapping joints the node power resource
and link bandwidth resource to decrease the influence of
bottleneck links, saving more required resources than G-SP.
However, compared with the VNE-RIAs, VNE-JBP is not
able to get better performance. This is expected for consum-
ing too much unnecessary network resources since VNE-JBP
does not consider the interference of complex interference in
the node mapping as VNE-RIAs does. In addition, VNE-RIA
further takes the influence of link interference on link map-
ping by adopting the improved anypath approach. Through

conducting the simulation, it is apparent that the reliable node
mapping and link mapping of VNE-RIA further ensures the
efficiency of substrate network resources usage in the long
term. It has the highest long-term average revenue to cost ratio
that is close to 0.55.

2) COMPARISION UNDER CHANGING INTERFERENCE
Besides the above two metrics, we select the other two met-
rics (average node utilization and average link utilization) to
further prove the effectiveness and efficiency of VNE-RIA
under changing interference.

FIGURE 6. Average acceptance ratio.

Fig. 6 illustrates the comparison of average acceptance
ratios for the selected four VNE algorithms under changing
interference. Derived from the Fig. 6, the average accep-
tance ratio of all VNE algorithms decreases as the S

/
N

decreases (the effective power ofmalicious attacks increases).
This decay shows it is difficult for the ATVN requests to
be mapped as the ATSN suffers from malicious attacks.
In addition, our proposed VNE-RIA algorithm outperforms
all selected VNE heuristic algorithms since the complex
interference is taken into consideration in the node ranking
value and link mapping adopts the improved anypath routing
scheme for the unstable wireless links in ATSN. It is therefore
likely to achieve a more reliable and efficient embedding for
the arrived ATVN request. In VNE-RIAs, the node mapping
considers the complex interference. However, the link map-
ping adopts the multipath approach that is not proper for the
unstable wireless links. For the next two selected algorithms
(VNE-JBP and G-SP), the complex interference is not fully
considered in both node mapping and link mapping. Thus,
their average acceptance ratios are relatively lower than that
of VNE-RIA and VNE-RIAs since less ATVN requests are
successfully accepted as the complex interference gets worse.

Fig. 7 illustrates the comparison of long-term average
revenue to cost ratios for the selected four VNE algorithms
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FIGURE 7. Long-term average revenue to cost ratio.

FIGURE 8. Average node utilization.

under changing interference. As the S
/
N decreases, the

long-term average revenue to cost ratio decreases, which is
depicted in Fig. 7. In G-SP, the complex interference is not
taken into consideration in node mapping and link mapping.
As the S

/
N decreases, it may consume large amount of

unnecessary substrate resource to embed the arrived ATVN
request. To VNE-JBP, the complex interference is considered
in the link mapping for wireless links. Therefore, it gets a
higher long-term average revenue to cost ratio as the S

/
N

decreases. Compared with G-SP and VNE-JBP, VNE-RIAs
and VNE-RIA take the influence of complex interference
into calculating node ranking value and manage to behave
better. In addition, VNE-RIA further adopts the improved
anypath routing link mapping, fully exploiting the wireless
links in ATSN. Therefore, as the S

/
N decreases, VNE-RIA

saves more extra substrate resource and performs better than
VNE-RIAs.

FIGURE 9. Average link utilization.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate the comparison of average node
utilization and link utilization under changing interference,
respectively. As the S

/
N decreases, the curves of average

node utilization and link utilization also drop since the node
and link resource are not fully utilized as the arrived ATVN
requests are rejected under the harsh interference. As shown
in Fig. 8, to the node utilization, VNE-RIA and VNE-RIAs
have an apparent advantage over the remaining heuristic
algorithms since the complex interference is taken into con-
sideration in the node ranking value. As the S

/
N decreases,

more reliable substrate nodes can be selected for mapping
virtual nodes. As shown in Fig. 9, to the link utilization,
VNE-RIA outperforms other three heuristic algorithms since
the improved anypath routing approach is adopted in link
mapping and ensures reliable wireless links can be selected
in the substrate path for mapping virtual links. The remaining
three heuristic algorithms all adopt the shortest path approach
in the link mapping and thus perform similarly.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE NETWORK
To solve the ossification problem of traditional ATNs, a reli-
able interference-aware algorithm, termed VNE-RIA, is pro-
posed to heuristically embed various airborne tactical virtual
networks to contribute to the virtualization for ATNs under
the complex interference in air-combat field. Node mapping
and link mapping are coordinated to improve the long-term
embedding performance. In the node mapping, the interfer-
ence of link instability and malicious attacks is taken into
consideration in the novel node ranking approach to select
reliable substrate nodes for mapping virtual nodes under the
complex interference of ATNs. In the link mapping, VNE-
RIA employs an improved anypath routing approach which
can exploit the influence of different transmission rates and
the instability of wireless links in the ATNs. Simulation
results reveal that VNE-RIA algorithm outperforms typical
and state-of-the-art heuristic algorithms for wireless VNE in
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terms of the average acceptance ratio and long-term average
revenue to cost ratio under the complex interference.

For the future work, there are still a number of important
issues that remain to be completed. First of all, it is to upload
the VNE-RIA algorithm in a real testbed environment and
evaluate the VNE-RIA algorithm through a prototype imple-
mentation. Next, other network dynamics (link failure and
node mobility) are needed to be considered to improve the
reliability of the proposed VNE-RIA algorithm for embed-
ding ATVNs.
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